Internet
Evidence
Finder
Our software recovers deleted and existing artifacts relating
to chat conversations, web browsing history, social media
and other common Internet activity.

Internet Evidence Finder® (IEF) Key Benefits:
• Time Savings: All-in-one automated tool that gets to evidence quickly
with very little manual intervention
• Increase Efficiency: “Set it and forget it” while you work on other tasks
and improve case turnaround times
• Finds More Evidence: Uncover deleted and existing evidence from
200+ Internet-related artifacts
• Easy to Use: Get to evidence quickly. Minimal learning curve
with no extensive training required.

®

The features

Powerful Search Capabilities:
Search 200+ Internet artifacts and recover
more data from more locations:
• Recover data from social networking
communications, instant messenger chats,
cloud-based artifacts, P2P file sharing apps,
mobile backups, webmail, web browser
history, pictures and videos
• Proprietary carving technique recovers more
data from unallocated space and live
memory captures
• Search entire logical or physical drives
• Search files including the pagefile.sys,
hiberfil.sys, sleep image, swap file and more
• Ability to search multiple drives, images, files
and folders in a single search
• Native support for E01, Ex01, L01, Lx01
and dd images
• Native support for Windows and Mac filesystems
• Leave no digital footprints on target computer
with “Stealth mode”*
Comprehensive Reporting: Standardized and
straightforward reporting:
• Create standardized and consistent reports
across your department
• Search, filter, and bookmark important evidence
• Search presets to locate credit card numbers,
phone numbers and email addresses
• Easily export report in html, pdf, excel, csv,
and tab-delimited formats
• Share “Portable Case Folder” with other
investigators and stakeholders for them
to review
• Powerful timeline feature provides a view
of each artifact on a visual timeline
Adheres to Industry Standards: Maintain the
integrity of the case and chain of custody:
• Integrity of file metadata is maintained
- no data is altered
• IEF provides the full offset/physical location
so the artifacts can also be found in other
forensic tools
• Be confident in the results when testifying
in court
• Evidence used in a number of high profile
criminal cases
*IEF Triage Edition only

Find Evidence Quickly: Get immediate search
results, so you can start working with the data
right away:
• Use “Quick Search” to see what’s
there and focus the investigation
• Review results in real-time without having
to wait for the entire search to complete
• Target search by artifact type, keyword
and location on hard drive
• Refine search results by skin tone and
body part detection
Trusted by Industry Leaders: Used by leading law
enforcement, government, and businesses around
the world:
• Developed by a former police officer and
forensic examiner
• Validated by the DOD Cyber Crime Center (DC3)
• Validated by the National Institute of Justice (NIJ)
• Trusted by thousands of organizations in
90+ countries
Simple to Use: Get to key evidence with only
3 clicks of a mouse:
• Single search for 200+ Internet artifacts
• No need to run multiple scripts
• Start working on your case immediately
• No complicated setup
• ‘Set it’ and ‘forget it’ while you work on
other things
• Minimal training required
• Built-in live RAM capture*
Built-in Intelligence: Get to the relevant evidence
quickly with refined results:
• Rebuild web pages in their original format
on the date they were visited
• Parsed search queries for user keyword searches
on major search engines
• Web history categorization (i.e. dating, cloud,
classifieds, chat, social media sites and more)
• Google Maps Tiles & Geo-Location Visualization
• Automatically checks for full disk encryption
(TrueCrypt, BitLocker, SafeBoot)*

Internet Evidence Finder is used by:

With IEF there are only 3 easy steps
and you are at the evidence.

Law Enforcement

1. Point it at the drive, file/folder or image.
Government

Military

2. Select which artifacts to search for.

Corporate Security

3. Generate a standardized, easy-to-read report.

“

IEF is one of my personal favorite tools. It has
a very unique capability to be able to mine a
lot of browser-based artifacts from memory,
unallocated space and other areas.”
Rob Lee, Forensics Curriculum Lead
at SANS Institute

“

I’ve purchased two forensic tools in the past
10 years, and IEF is one of them. IEF is an
elegant solution combining ease of use
with robust reporting and results.”
Andrew Rosen, President, ASR Data Acquisition & Analysis,
Forensic Computer Scientist

For more information, call us at 519-342-0195
or email sales@magnetforensics.com
Learn more at www.magnetforensics.com
Follow us on Twitter @MagnetForensics
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